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THE MYSTIC OF SHONKE 

 
  celebrating the life of  

Sheikh Jawhar b. Haydar b.Ali  
to Dr. Anne Bang and Professor Hussein Ahmed 

 
The Long-Legged Convicts 

 
The camels move along, one following another, attached by a rope – like prisoners, walking 
to a chain-gang quarry. Then the governor of the mobile jail stops to consult his colleague. 
One long-legged convict takes advantage of the pause, to take one step across the dusty 
road, to feed on the green leaves offered by invitational trees. Three others follow suit. A 
boy called Jawhar smiles; happy to see the forced ones, partaking of what is free. 
 

To the Creator 
 
In the hills of hide and seek, Jawhar breaks off from the game, as the sound of 
enchantment meets him along the playful path – and transports him somewhere else. In 
his village of Danna, near the town of Kombolcha, he sits transfixed on the hillside – while 
male voices nearby lift their voices in praise to the Creator: for the gift of panorama, 
displayed before them. 

 
A Time to Skim 

 
Taking stones from the river bank, where the donkeys are taking grass, Jawhar and his 
friends – with a preference for flat ones – skim on the water's surface. The record for the 
day so far is four bounces! The diligence of the search continues. Little archaeologists, 
searching for the crucial stone; that sits well in the hand – and lightly kisses the glinting 
surface. But who really cares about the record of the day? When the morning chores are 
finished - and friendship feels as good as the sun. 

 
Lesson of the Mount 

 
One day, after finishing a lesson on nahw (grammar), delivered by his scholar uncle, al-
Shaykh Sayid Aman of Gissar; he looks across to the mountains, saying to him, ''One day, I'd 
like to climb Mount Yegot.''. His uncle, after pondering the statement, replied ''Yes, a very 
good challenge Jawhar – I hope you make it. But as you get older, you'll see there are other 
things to surmount and conquer; things much closer than yonder mountain – the hard rock 
that grows within us. As well as the physical hurdles there are the mental ones too. We 
must watch the footholds of the soul as well as those of the mountainside. But you are a 
boy of good balance - you'll stay the course. I see you standing on the peak.'' 
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Chant for the Watchman 
 
Still grateful for the view that he has seen a thousand times, he sits on high, staring into the 
green-dotted, brown valley; as a solitary horse, cart and driver traverse the scene. The view 
- pollinating the thoughts growing in his head – inspires Jawhar to chant... 
 

I come in gratitude, Lord: 
For the parents that love me. 

Over on the mountain, 
You are the watchman,  

 Of the Colobus monkey. 
 

For your guidance, 
As we daily stretch and flex. 

Over on the range, 
You are the watchman,  
 Of the mountain Ibex. 

 
I come to say thank you, 
For your eternal boon. 
Over on the mountain, 
You are the watchman,  
 Of the Gelado baboon. 

 
Lord, I come to you in gratitude. 

 
A Bringer of Peace 

 
At the place of camels and men there is the brewing of an argument. On this designated 
day of commerce what was simmering begins to overflow. Shouts and brandishing of sticks. 
Just as it seems violence is about to begin an old man walks across. As the two men and 
those with them become aware of his approach their anger abates. His presence 
dismantles aggression. Wishing peace on all, he asks the two combatants to follow him. As 
they sit, he commences their journey - of the return to peace. 
 
Looking on, Jawhar hopes that his learning and life will make him a respected sheikh, like 
this one. That he too, can be a bringer of peace. 
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II 
 

The Paramountcy of Prayer 
 

Time passed, as it always does. So the boy became a young man. Still hungry for more - for 
education and its enlightenment, he travels to Gata. There is only one reason, why he 
would go there: to be in the presence of al-Hajj Bushra Ay Muhammad. He spends time 
with the honoured Sheikh. He listens. He hears of his travel to the Sudan – his initiation 
into the Sammani: one of the popular sufi orders in Ethiopia. Of the glory of Mecca, the 
innumerable blessings of the pilgrimage. It’s on the return from the Hijaz, that he founds 
the centre at Gata south-east of Kombolcha: a cocoon of learning and sanctity. A place 
where prayer is paramount. 

 
Overflowing With Blessings 

 
Onward he goes, through the brown and green landscape, in wonderful anticipation; the 
awaited rendezvous with the great teachers. He met one in a village called Karbana near 
the town of Bati. The one called Sheikh Bushra of Karbana. Also in Wollo - his home region - 
he was taught by Sheikh Khalil who resided in Mofa a village near Dawway. On into Ifat to 
sit at the feet of Sheikh Adamu – and those of Muhammad of Ifat. Onward he went, 
gathering knowledge, his days overflowing with blessings. 

 
Asalaam Alaikum 

 
Walking to Harar, he wishes peace to all those he meets. To the group of men drinking tea 
and chewing khat by a roadside shed. To the two young women – each with a child on her 
back – head-carrying bundles of sticks. To the boy dragging an acacia branch behind him – 
herding three goats in front. To the old man sitting under a tree: like an ancient manuscript 
needing protection from the elements. There must be peace – everywhere: but especially 
on this road, because it leads to a holy city. 
 

A Time to Praise 
 

The cockerels across the quarter bid each other good day – and a solitary dog contributes 
to the early greetings. The birds have begun to sing as they will throughout the day. But 
above all, is the sound of the chosen one calling to God, from the house dedicated to him. 
In the pale yellow light, on his first morning in Harar, Jawhar smiles - offering a prayer in 
praise.  
 

City of God 
 
So many mosques - and shrines of the venerated. He passes the first Islamic school 
founded by the founder, Sheikh Abadir. The shrine, where the women go to petition 
blessings from the saintly Ai Abida – ''mother of the city.'' He strolls amongst the white-
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capped men and the driven donkeys. Past the rainbow-apparelled women, the henna-
bearded man and the goats – to one of the five gates – to stand and observe. Then going 
through the gate, he walks up a green hillside, to sit and look at the city: to meditate on 
God. If there is a city where you can find God, surely it must be Harar. 
 

Two in One 
 
In his mystical equation, one plus one equals one. Two pathways leading to the same 
destination – righteousness. Why stop at one if another will  enlighten the path also? 
''Come,'' said Sheikh Jamal al-Din Muhammad al-Amin, ''let us pray together as we trod the 
Qadiri way''. And another came, called Amir Husayn, saying, ''Come, we will chant together, 
along the route of Sammani. 

 
Goliath and the Sheikh 

 
Jawhar sits by the stretch of the Borkana, that passes by his home village of Danna. He sits 
and watches a Goliath Heron. Solitary, almost motionless; elegant, sure of its placing. Its 
aura of dignity. Standing there like an elder of the river: Wiseman of the Borkana. The man 
watches the bird. Reminding him of his time in Ifat; of watching Sheikh Muhammed of Sar 
Amba when he is deep in meditation. 
 

The Ancient and the Youth 
 

He hails two boys of the village – students of his teaching - who are lounging in the massive 
roots of an ancient fig tree. The younger brother has his head snuggled into the neck of the 
older one. They lay there relaxing – where the roots become the trunk. They lay there in 
quiet playfulness - a picture of childhood sweetness. He shares a joke with them – that he 
will share later with his children - then giving them a blessing, he passes on. 
 

 
A Piece of Persecution 

 
During that piece of persecution when the one called Yohannes ruled the land - Jawhar left 
his beloved Danna. Rather than convert: be forced to build churches and pay a tithe, he 
went to a place of less intrusion. A place renowned for its teaching. Like the Prophet 
Muhammad who left Mecca for Medina; Jawhar left Danna - to go to a place called Shonke. 
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III 
 

One Direction 
 

They are all going in one direction; to the place of ‘‘Abbayye’’ – the one they call ''my 
father''. White-hatted men and white-shawled women, bubbling with gentle merriment, 
move as one. A happy exodus from all parts of the village – and further afield. They are 
going to the place of their treasured imam; to sit by Sheikh Jawhar: to celebrate the 
birthday of the Prophet Muhammad. 
 

Sacred Sustenance 
 

He prays a lot – and eats little. It is sacred sustenance that his body yearns for. So he feasts 
on the Koran – and dines well at the table of the Hadiths. 

 
The Teacher 

 
They come to him. The Argobba, the Oromo, the Afar, the Somali – and those from Yemen: 
who came to see, to visit – and remained. A class of hundreds. They come to be in his 
presence; to be recipients of what his mind has to offer: the sweetness of his being. They 
love him - for his erudition and for his humility: for his template of righteousness. For those 
who live in the Shonke area, they are proud that this holy man bears the name of their 
village. Happy to tell all that he resides there amongst them. 
 

Gifts from God 
 

He doesn't care for clothes and worldly goods; because he wears the robe of righteousness 
– and prefers the gifts from God. 
 

Falafel and the Envoy 
 

A Yemenite student came to him, with a gift of fresh falafel and tomatoes. But he declined 
the gift, informing the giver, that he was about to begin a fast. Instead, he directed him to 
the house of an Argobba women recently widowed, with five children to care for. ''They will 
welcome with great happiness such a timely gift...please, go to the house of the struggling 
widow. May your days overflow with blessings.'' The student - in the direction of the 
teacher - bows his head while clasping his hands, then turns and leaves; his face beaming: 
elated to be the envoy, of Sheikh Jawhar. 
 

When Orange, Red and Yellow 
 
When orange, red and yellow make their short journey across the evening sky – and feet 
shuffle back to the hearth, after the sunset prayer Sheikh Jawhar takes his reed pen in his 
hand. Lessons in text to accompany the oral ones. As well as his lifestyle and his teachings, 
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his writings are a channel to learning too. So after lighting an earthenware lamp - and a 
prayer - he picks up his pen and begins to write. 

 
 

The People of Shonke 
 

Lord, watch over those that sit at my feet, 
As I have sat at yours; 

And will continue to do so, 
Until I can sit no more. 

 
Thank you for the parents you gave me; 

 First stepping stones to my destiny. 
 

Lord, watch over those who listen to me, 
As I have hearkened to you. 

My ears are ever open; 
Still awaiting your cue. 

 
Thank you for those gems called teachers; 

Their instalments of regular treasure. 
 

Lord, watch over those who follow me, 
As I have tracked your footsteps. 

Please lead me ever onwards, 
Away from the hype and the hep. 

 
Thank you for taking me to Mecca; 

So I could gaze upon the Kaaba. 
 

Lord, watch over the people of Shonke. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 


